
Overview

StorageCraft® OneXafe® is a converged data platform that unifies enterprise-class 
data protection with scale-out storage in an easy-to-use, configurable solution. For 
businesses looking to protect and manage their data in heterogeneous environments, 
OneXafe eliminates complexity and provides flexible deployment to accommodate 
various workload requirements. At the same time, it significantly reduces costs 
associated with primary and secondary storage as well as data protection software. By 
providing a converged solution, OneXafe removes the need for siloed point solutions 
and minimizes costs incurred from standalone hardware and software offerings. 
At the core of OneXafe is a patented distributed object-based file system that delivers 
universal data access by providing NFS and SMB access to users and applications. 
Data protection services are directly integrated into the distributed object store, 
delivering powerful backup and recovery, with a work flow optimized for simplified 
management.
OneXafe tightly integrates with StorageCraft Cloud Services, with a single click 
it provides business continuity of data, network, and application recovery in 
StorageCraft's Cloud.
There are a number of configurable options available within OneXafe, from primary 
storage, to secondary storage, to enterprise-class data protection combined with 
secondary storage. It is seamlessly administered with OneSystem, our simple, 
intuitive, yet powerful management service. OneXafe enables ease of implementation 
for both powerful data protection and optimum scale-out storage.

www.StorageCraft.com/OneXafe

Highlights
• Convergence of data protection with 

primary & secondary workloads
• Designed to break down the data 

silos in storage and data protection
• Improved management simplicity
• Reduced cost of ownership
• Greater visibility across workflows 

Benefits
• Eliminate Operational Complexity
• Reduce Cost of Ownership
• Enable Powerful Data Protection
• Deliver Scale-Out Storage on the Go
•  Provide 100% Business Continuity 

(with DRaaS)
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Configuration
OneXafe includes a multi-purpose storage appliance that can be configured 
based on your business needs. 
Converged Secondary: Enterprise-class data protection enabled and 
configured with secondary storage, reducing management complexity and 
operational costs.
High Performance Storage: Scalable storage for high performance 
unstructured data and backup targets. Can be configured to serve primary 
storage for virtual workloads, unstructured data, or secondary storage with 
high performance needs.
Capacity Storage: Scalable storage for large scale unstructured data and 
backup targets. Can be configured to serve as secondary storage for your 
backup needs.

In the case of disaster, OneXafe ensures business continuity with a complete, 
orchestrated virtual failover to the cloud in one click, when used with our 
Cloud Services. OneXafe's tight integration with the cloud makes recovery 
of the entire infrastructure simple, quick, and seamless, while offering the 
highest service level agreements (SLAs) with one throat to choke.

Features
• Converged Data Protection and Scale-

Out Storage: Highly configurable to meet 
business objectives for data protection and 
data storage

• Industry-leading RTO/RPO for 
minimal data loss: Instant recovery 
with VirtualBoot; Recover entire share 
in seconds by promoting an immutable 
snapshot

• Unified Data Protection Lifecycle 
Management: “Set and Forget” SLA-based, 
policy-driven protection and management, 
smart retries and self-healing repairs 
ensuring service reliability

• Consolidation Data Storage Platform: 
Pool of scalable capacity for primary and 
secondary workloads

• Total Business Continuity and Disaster 
Recovery: Integrated DRaaS option from 
our Cloud Services
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